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Abstract. Can we create a virtual storyteller that is expressive enough
to convey in a natural way a story to an audience? What are the most im-
portant features for creating such character? This paper presents a study
where the influence of different modalities in the perception of a story
told by both a synthetic storyteller and a real one are analyzed. In order
to evaluate it, three modes of communication were taken into account:
voice, facial expression and gestures. One hundred and eight students
from computer science watched a video where a storyteller narrated the
traditional Portuguese story entitled ”O Coelhinho Branco” (The little
white rabbit). The students were divided into four groups. Each of these
groups saw one video where the storyteller was portrayed either by a syn-
thetic character or a human. The storyteller’s voice, no matter the nature
of the character, could also be real or synthetic. After the video display,
the participants filled a questionnaire where they rated the storyteller’s
performance. Although the synthetic versions used in the experiment
obtained lower classifications than their natural counterparts, the data
suggests that the gap between synthetic and real gestures is the smallest
while the synthetic voice is the furthest from its natural version. Further-
more, when we used the synthetic voice, the facial expressions of both
characters (the virtual and the real) were rated worse than with the real
voice. This effect was not significant for the gestures, thus suggesting
that the importance of building synthetic voices as natural as possible is
extremely important as it impacts in the perception of other means of
communication (such as the perception of the facial expression).

1 Introduction

Human society relies on all types of storytelling for all types of activities. From
learning, to socializing, to creating one’s own memories, stories are part of what
makes us humans. Thanks to storytelling, our ancestors’ culture was passed from
generation to generation giving us meaning in the world [18]. The advent of new
technologies has therefore lead to the emergence of new forms of storytelling
(computer games, interactive stories in virtual environments) and even our com-
munication is adapted to fit this new media for telling stories. As such, several



researchers have been focusing in the interpretation of the audience reaction to
storytelling systems, while others look into the storyteller’s expression of the
story [20][16]. In parallel, significant research has been done in the generation
of stories and the processes by which new technologies can automatically create
such stories [1][4].

Meanwhile the area of synthetic characters is maturing, and many different
types of uses have been given to such characters. Synthetic characters have por-
trayed different roles for different types of applications, such as for example, tv
presenters, football commentators or sales advisors. Various studies exist that
evaluate synthetic characters in environments such as E-retail [22] and education
[2]. In this paper, we will discuss the role of a synthetic character as a storyteller,
giving some insights into the different modalities used and how they impact the
perception of a story being told. This is done using not only a synthetic story-
teller but evaluating it in relation to the same features in a human actor.
Thus, in order to measure the storyteller’s performance we considered three
means of communication used in the storytelling: gestures, facial expression and
voice. Furthermore, we considered that story understanding, conveying of emo-
tion, believability and satisfaction [19], are essential aspects in the performance
of a storyteller. To compare performance between storytellers, four videos were
created. In each of these, the storyteller could be a human actor or a 3D charac-
ter, and the storyteller’s voice could also be from the human actor or synthesized.
One hundred and eight people participated in the study where each participant
visualized one of these four videos and rated each communication mean in the
four mentioned aspects. We wanted to investigate if there were significant dif-
ferences between the storytelling ability of our character and the human actor,
and the relations between the different means and modalities used. However,
the results showed that the synthetic character’s voice not only had a negative
impact in the perception of the facial expressions in the synthetic character, but
also in the real character. Participants rated the human actor’s facial expressions
lower, if the voice was synthetic (although the facial expressions were the same
as with the real voice).

This paper is organised as follows: first we will describe the virtual storyteller
and some of the technical features in there included. Secondly we will briefly
describe the experiment carried out and finally, show the results obtained.

2 The Synthetic Storyteller

We wanted to build a synthetic storyteller inspired in the typical and yet quite
engaging storytellers that, in front of an audience are able to tell stories in
compelling and often appealing way. To do that, we have collected several stories
told by an actor, and used these stories as the baseline for the creation of our
synthetic storyteller.

However, to avoid the audience’s expectations to be high we created a cartoon
character that would resemble as an old grandfather, but not realistic (seeking



Fig. 1. Papous: the storyteller

inspiration in children’s characters such as the TweeniesTM [21] series). Figure
1 shows the character created.

Facial Expression - The facial expressions for Papous needed to be as natural
possible. To do that, the fine animation control needed for the experiment was
obtained through the use of control parameters. A control parameter is a value
that has a maximum, minimum and associated semantic information. This in-
formation dictates what happens when the value of the parameter varies. For
example the intensity of contraction of the major zygomatic muscle, the rotation
angle of the left eye or the degree of joy the face expresses. The existing para-
meters can be divided into two sets: atomic and group. The parameters that
are atomic contain all needed information to create the desired deformation.
The engine built allows the use of three types of atomic parameters: pseudo-
muscular, transformation and skinning. The pseudo-muscular parameters follow
a deformation model based in Waters model [23] and emulate the behavior of the
contraction of a muscle under the skin. In our synthetic storyteller, 37 pseudo-
muscles were used. The transformation parameters simply apply a geometric
transformation to a given geometric object. This type of parameters are used
to control the rotation of the synthetic character eyes. The skinning parameters
use a known animation technic that uses weighted mesh connected to virtual
bones. This type of parameter is used for the tongue and jaw movement of the
synthetic character. The group parameters (non-atomic) are used, as the name
mentions, to group several control parameters together. These are usually used
to create abstractions of resulting deformations from several parameters. Emo-



tional expressions and visemes are two examples of group parameters. Visemes
are the facial displays when a given phoneme is spoken. An interpolation be-
tween consecutive visemes is executed for viseme co-articulation. Figure 2 shows
some of the expressions used for our storyteller.

Fig. 2. Examples of the facial expressions of the character.

Gestures - The gestures in the synthetic character were based in a articulated
modeled that is structured in a hierarchic architecture with three layers (similar
to [3] and [17]): geometry, animation and behavior. The model supports deter-
ministic animation based in keyframes and non-deterministic animation that is
dynamically generated in real time through the use of inverse kinematics. Consid-
ering the deterministic animation, the geometry layer defines a skeleton, inspired
in the human, that is composed of 54 bones; the animation layer allows the ex-
ecution and combination of animations which are defined over subsets of the
subjacent skeleton and keyframed based.; the behavior layer supplies scripting
abilities which allow the execution of complex animation sequences. Regarding
the non-deterministic animation, the geometric layer makes use of robotic ma-
nipulator members with 6 rotation junctions; the animation layer implements
the primitives of direct kinematic, inverse kinematic and inverse velocity; in the
behavioral layer the scripting is extended in order to allow the new primitives
of the non-deterministic animation.

The gestures’ model permits gesticulation animation, i.e., the type of uncon-
scious idiosyncratic movement with communicative meaning that occurs in the
context of a dialogue or narration [11]. The model is restricted to the upper body
since, according to McNeill [11], gesticulation occurs predominantly through the
arms and hands. Concretely, the model, was built upon the deterministic and
non-deterministic animation architecture allowing real time gesticulation defined
as an arbitrary sequence of positions, orientations and shapes of the hands.



For hand shapes the model allows the use of most static shapes from the
Gestural Portuguese Language [9]. Regarding hand’s orientation and position,
the model allows, through the use of inverse kinematic, the animation of arbi-
trary trajectories in the space that surrounds the synthetic character.
The gesture expression of the synthetic character in the story corresponds to the
application of a recording algorithm [10] for gesticulation transcription to the
human actor video and to the later conversion of this annotation into anima-
tion scripts. When the gesticulation done by the human actor was too complex,
keyframed animations were created.

Voice - We needed to create a synthetic voice that would be synchronized with
the real storyteller (and the virtual of course). As such, and in order to control
the facial movements of the synthetic character in synchrony with the speech of
the human actor, the natural phonetic signal was annotated. This process was
performed in a semi-automatic manner. Since the actor wasn’t obliged to follow
a strict script, after the recording of the video, the performed story was tran-
scribed. From this transcription several levels of automatic analyses were made
that allowed to determine a possible phonetic sequence for the text. Following
this process, also in a automatic manner, the sequence was aligned with the orig-
inal speech signal [14]. Then it was considered the possibility that the speaker
produced alternative pronunciations to the ones determined by the text analy-
ses [14][15] resulting in a more accurate estimative of the performed phonetic
sequence. Finally, the outcome of the automatic analyses was manually verified
and some boundaries of phonetic segments were corrected.
For the synthesis of the synthetic voice it was also necessary to guarantee the syn-
chronism between the speech signal and the video sequence. In order to achieve
this goal it was necessary to impose that the duration of the synthetic phonetic
segments was equal to the originals. Since the determination of the contour of
the fundamental frequency is intimately related with the rhythm attribution,
it was opted to impose the actor produced contour to the synthetic voice. The
synthetic voice creation is made with a diphone synthesizer based in Linear Pre-
dictive Coding with a male voice. The synthesizer was developed at INESC-ID
and uses as reference the original durations and produced speech with constant
fundamental frequency.
We have at our disposal speech synthesizers with selection of variable dimension
units which supply better quality synthesis. However, they were not used be-
cause they do not allow the same flexibility for the production of the synthetic
signal. This signal was processed later on in order to have the same intonation
of the speech produced by the human actor. Since the actor used a falsetto voice
and the synthesizer uses a neutral voice, the variation of the fundamental fre-
quency necessary to be used in the synthetic voice surpassed many times the 1.5
factor which usually is considered as an acceptable limit of distortion. In order
to minimize this effect, a new technique named PSTS, was developed to alter
the duration and fundamental frequency of the speech signal [5][6]. This technic



also allows changing the speech signal parameters associated with the vibration
form of the glottis. This is important for the production of speech with certain
emotions. The way this parameters are changed in order to transmit those emo-
tions is a current working topic [7]. Therefore, in this present study, the emotions
present in the speech signal are transmitted solely by the variation of the rhythm
and intonation.

3 Method

Our experiment was designed, so that each participant visualized one of four
videos where the storyteller narrated the traditional Portuguese story ”O Coel-
hinho Branco”. After the visualization, the performance of the storyteller was
evaluated through a questionnaire. The experiment followed an independent
sample design, with each participant being assigned to a unique combination of
the independent variables. There are 12 dependent variables in the experiment
corresponding to the combinations of the 3 communication means (gestures, fa-
cial expression and voice) with the 4 analyzed aspects (story understanding, con-
veying of emotion, believability and satisfaction). These were measured through
the use of a questionnaire explained below.

3.1 Design

The experiment was designed to use two independent variables: Character and
Voice. Each of these was composed by a real level (human actor, human actor
voice) and a synthesized level (3D-Papous character and synthesized voice). The
real version uses the recording of a human actor while telling the story. The
synthetic version uses a 3D character that is a blend between an old man and a
tweenie [21]. And two other versions use a real with a synthetic variable. Both
characters can be seen on Figure 3.

So that both versions of the character supplied the same knowledge to the
participants, the semantic information transmitted by human actor gestures and
facial expression was annotated. This annotation was then used in the creation
of the synthetic character gestures and facial expressions. Regarding facial ex-
pression, the six basic emotions of Ekman [8] (Joy, Sadness, Anger, Surprise,
Disgust and Fear) were taken into account. Particular facial area movements,
such as the eyebrows, that are used to convey or reinforce currently spoken in-
formation, were also annotated. Concerning gestures, the focus of annotation
resided in the gesticulation, i.e., in the unconscious and idiosyncratic movement
that carries some communicative meaning [11]. To bring this annotations to life
a character animation engine was created. This engine pays special attention to
the processes of animation of facial and body expression in humanoid characters.
In fact, it is not only capable of playing hand made deterministic animation but
also allows a finer and more expressive control of isolated character parts.



Fig. 3. Examples of the synthetic character and human actor telling the story.

3.2 Participants

The study had the participation of 108 students of computer science from Insti-
tuto Superior Técnico. From them, 89 were male and 19 female. Their ages varied
between 18 and 28 years old with an average of 21 years and 10 months. The
participants had no previous knowledge of the experiment objectives, knowing
only that it was related to storytelling in virtual environments.

3.3 Material

For the video visualization, computers with 19” LCDs were used along with
headphones for the audio. Each video had the duration of 7 minutes and 29
seconds and showed one level of each independent variable. For the evaluation
of the video by the participants a questionnaire was created. This question-
naire is composed of 12 statements that result from the combination between
the communication means (gestures, facial expression and voice) and considered
aspects (story understanding, conveying of emotion , believability and satisfac-
tion). Therefore, each statement is an assertion about one aspect of one of the
means of communication. The participants rated the statements through a Likert
scale with values between 1 and 7. Choosing the value 1 meant total disagree-
ment with the statement, value 4 neither disagreement nor agreement with the
statement and value 7 total agreement with the statement. Although the order
of the statements in the questionnaire was obtained in a randomly fashion, we
show them here sorted by communication mean and considered aspects.

1. The facial expressions helped in the understanding of the story
2. The storyteller’s face expressed the story emotions
3. The facial expressions were believable
4. I liked the facial expressions
5. The gestures helped in the understanding of the story



6. The gestures expressed the story emotions
7. The gestures were believable
8. I liked the gestures
9. I understood everything the storyteller said

10. The voice expressed adequate emotions regarding the story
11. The voice was believable
12. I liked the voice

3.4 Procedure

The four possible combinations between the independent variables formed the
sample groups displayed in Table 1.

Real Character Synthetic Character
Real Voice RCRV SCRV

Synthetic Voice RCSV SCSV

Table 1. Sample Groups

Each participant was assigned randomly to one of the four groups complying
only with the restriction of equal participant numbers between groups. Thus,
each sample group was constituted of 27 elements. At the beginning of each
visualization the questionnaire was briefly explained to the participant. It was
mentioned that the participant should read the questionnaire introduction before
the video visualization and that he should fill out the rest of the questionnaire
after the visualization.

4 Results

This section presents the results obtained by the carried out study. The data
is depicted in Annex in tables 2, 3 and 4. These tables show the percentage
of negative (disagreement with the statement), neutral (neither agreement nor
disagreement with the statement) and positive (agreement with the statement)
ratings and the results obtained through an analysis of variance. The statistical
tests used are explained also in annex. Since the amount of gathered data is
relatively high we opted to present the main results in a hierarchical order. First
we will consider the variation of the independent variables. For each level of the
independent variables we will then focus on a particular communication mean.
Within each communication mean we present the results for each considered as-
pect. Second, we take into account the interaction effect between the independent
variables. Last we present the results from the Mann-Whitney analysis.



Differences between Real and Synthetic Character

Facial Expression - Significant differences were found in the rating of facial
expression for story understanding (H = 7.48, df = 1, p = 0.006), conveying
of emotion (H = 7.13, df = 1, p = 0.008), believability (H = 12.79, df = 1,
p < 0.001) and satisfaction (H = 10.46, df = 1, p = 0.001). In all aspects the
synthetic character facial expression received lower ratings than the human
actor.

Gestures - In the rating of the gestures a significant difference was found for
the believability aspect (H = 8.26, df = 1, p = 0.004), having the synthetic
character less believable gestures than its real counterpart. No significant
differences were found for story understanding (H = 1.12, df = 1, p = 0.290),
conveying of emotion (H = 1.61, df = 1, p = 0.204) and satisfaction (H =
3.66, df = 1, p = 0.056) aspects.

Voice - As expected, no significant differences were found for story understand-
ing (H = 2.40, df = 1, p = 0.121), conveying of emotion (H = 0.001, df = 1,
p = 0.979), believability (H = 0.105, df = 1, p = 0.746) and satisfac-
tion (H = 0.004, df = 1, p = 0.950) of the voice when varying the nature of
the character.

Differences between the Real and Synthetic Voice

Facial Expression - Significant differences were found in the rating of facial
expression for story understanding (H = 3.89, df = 1, p = 0.049), conveying
of emotion (H = 6.64, df = 1, p = 0.010), believability (H = 5.87, df = 1,
p = 0.015) and satisfaction (H = 9.92, df = 1, p =0.002). In all aspects, facial
expression received lower ratings when the synthesized voiced was used.

Gestures - We found no significant differences in the evaluation of gestures
when varying the nature of the voice (as shown in Table 3).

Voice - There is a high significant difference (p < 0.001) for all considered
aspects of the voice with the synthesized voice having lower ratings than the
real voice.

Interaction Effect between Character and Voice
We found no significant interaction effect between Character and Voice for

all statements (as can be seen in Table 3) . Though, it should be noticed that
statement 9, concerning the story understanding trough the voice communication
mean, has an interaction effect value (p = 0.059) close to significant.

Difference between Real and Synthetic Character only considering the
Real Voice sample groups

Facial Expression - There is a significant difference for the story understand-
ing (U = 239, p = 0.026) and believability (U = 252, p = 0.045) aspects,
with the character obtaining lower ratings for the 3D character. No signif-
icant difference was found for conveying of emotion (U = 303, p = 0.270)
and satisfaction (U = 258, p = 0.058) aspects.



5 Discussion

5.1 Analysis

In a general manner it can be concluded that the synthetic versions used in the
experiment obtain worse classifications than their real counterparts. The data
suggests that the synthesized gestures are the closer to the human version and
that the synthesized voice has the furthest distance to the performance of the
human actor. An interesting result is that the rating of the facial expression is
affected not only by its real or synthetic nature but also by the nature of the
voice used.

Facial Expression - For all dependent variables, the synthesized facial expres-
sion has a significant lower rating than the real one. Of particular interest is
that the rating of this communication means is strongly affected not only by the
visual expression but also by the voice. In fact, the use of synthesized voice has
a significant negative effect when rating the facial expression. To isolate this ef-
fect, a statistical test was performed where only the human actor voice was used.
With it we concluded that for the expression of emotions and for the satisfac-
tion of this communication means, the difference between the real and synthetic
storyteller was no longer significant. This fact suggests that these rank averages
in particular are more affected by the synthetic voice. As is shown in statement
2 of Table 2, by only considering the human voice we have that the positive
percentage rating is of 85.2% for the RCRV video and of 70.4% for the SCRV
video. This 14.8% difference is a bit less than the half of the difference between
the videos RCSV and SCSV where the percentage of positive ratings drops from
81.5% to 48.2%. By consulting statement 4 of the same table we encounter a
similar behavior in what concerns the rating of facial expression satisfaction.

Gestures - Regarding gestures, only one significant difference was found in the
rating of its believability. In this case the synthetic storyteller presents worse
performance than the human actor. In the remaining ratings the data suggests
that the synthetic gestures have a close performance to the real ones. It is also
worthy of notice that gestures rating have always a majority of positive ratings
(statements 5, 6, 7 and 8 of Table 2). Similarly to what happens in the facial
expression, gestures also seem to be affected by the nature of the used voice,
but this time in an inverse manner. Positive gestures ratings percentages have
an increase or stay on the same value when the synthesized voice is taken into
account. Unfortunately we did not achieve a significant difference when varying
the voice nature, being the satisfaction rating the closest one to achieve such
difference with a p = 0.082.

Voice - Through an analysis of the results, on the statement ”I understood
everything the storyteller said”, we notice that there is a very close to significant
value (p = 0.059) for the interaction between independent variables. This lead



us to believe that this statement is not measuring what we intended. Therefore,
we discarded this statement for analysis. In the remaining aspects, the voice
was the medium that had a clearer significant difference between the real and
the synthetic versions (p < 0.001), having the real voice higher ratings than
its counterpart. Nevertheless, only the satisfaction regarding the synthetic voice
obtained a majority of negative ratings (see statement 12 of Table 2). Both the
emotion and believability aspect of the synthetic voice gathered a majority of
positive ratings with values of 70.4% and 53.7% respectively.

5.2 Study Limitations

Like all studies this one is not without its limitation. By using subjective clas-
sifications from participants we may not be achieving the desired precision or
obtaining data that is not representative of what we want to measure. Another
problem at hand is that the sample used is only representative of the computer
engineering students from Instituto Superior Tecnico population. To solve this
issue the study should be extended to consider a larger number of participants
with higher diversity.

5.3 Future Work

The creation of a precise measure of believability is a complex task that gives
origin to a debate on its own. However, the achieved results show the impact
of the voice in the facial expression appreciation is complex and thus worthy
of future studies. A dedicate study may conclude if the relation uncovered by
the study really exists in the direction that the data indicated. Another topic
for a future study is related to the acceptance of the synthetic voice. Contrarily
to what happens with the figurative representation of the character, it appears
that the users are expecting that the synthetic character to have a human voice.
This experience is certainly due the long exposure of cartoon characters which
speech borrowed from human performers. In fact, voices of cartoon characters
are often a selling ticket in cartoon movies. This means that we accept figurative
representations to stylize humans, animals and even objects but we demand (or
expect) human-like speech. The fact that the figurative representation does not
possess the physical mechanism that allow the production of such acoustic signal,
does not seem to affect in its believability. A synchronized labial movement with
the speech is sufficient for the viewer to expect a human like vocal signal. A study
concerning the acceptable level of distortion or of a stylized synthetic speech and
the linking with different means of communication in characters (both gestures
and facial expressions) which need to be accepted by the viewer are certainly
important topics for further research.

Finally, we believe that the system and results obtained with the research
here presented show that virtual storytellers provide a promising framework for
studying how to convey emotions by voice, facial expression and gestures. The
ideal storyteller should be able to start from a simple text, automatically add
emotion tags, and convey the story with corresponding features in terms of the



three means of communication. This work was a small contribution towards this
still distant goal.

6 Annex

Table 2 shows the percentage of negative (disagreement with the statement),
neutral (neither agreement nor disagreement with the statement) and positive
(agreement with the statement) ratings. This table displays the data organized
by independent variable and video. Table 3 reveals the results obtained through
an analysis of variance. The statistical test used is a two-way non-parametric
analysis of variance described in [12]. The test is similar to a Kruskal-Wallis test
extending it to consider two independent variables and possible interaction be-
tween them. Finally, Table 4 shows the results of a Mann-Whitney test between
the RCRV and SCRV groups. In all tests it was considered that a difference was
significant for p < 0.05.
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